Field cancerization in the GI tract.
The widely accepted paradigm for tumorigenesis begins with rate-limiting mutations in a key growth control gene resulting in immediate lesion growth. Tumor progression occurs as cells within the tumor acquire additional carcinogenic mutations. However, there is clear evidence that the road to cancer can begin long before the growth of a clinically detectable lesion - indeed, long before any of the usual morphological correlates of preneoplasia are recognizable. Field cancerization, the replacement of the normal cell population by a histologically nondysplastic but protumorigenic mutant cell clone, underlies the development of many cancer types, and in this article we review field cancerization in the GI tract. We present the evidence that field cancerization can underpin tumorigenesis in all gastrointestinal compartments, discuss the homeostatic mechanisms that could permit clone spread and highlight how an understanding of the mechanisms driving field cancerization is a means to study human stem cell biology. Finally, we discuss how appropriate recognition of the role of field cancerization in tumorigenesis could impact patient care.